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Abstract The forthcoming ambient systems will contain

a large amount of sensors. Representing the data produced

by these sensors in a format suitable for ambient intelli-

gence applications would enable a large number of useful

services. However, such formats tend to require processing

power and communication bandwidth not available in

many sensors utilizing ultra low-power microcontrollers

and radio chip solutions. This paper presents a lightweight

data representation, Entity Notation, to tackle this problem.

Sensors with limited computation and communication

capabilities can use Entity Notation to describe the data

they produce. Entity Notation can be transformed into

knowledge representations in a straightforward manner,

and hence, the data produced by sensor nodes can be uti-

lized with ease by any ambient intelligence system com-

patible with the common knowledge representations. This

paper presents the design of Entity Notation, its imple-

mentations on embedded sensors and the evaluation of its

performance.
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1 Introduction

In the future, ambient intelligence (AmI) systems [1] will

be ubiquitous in our daily lives. These systems will contain

a large amount of sensors. Representing the sensor data

produced by these ubiquitous and typically ultra low-

power sensors in a format suitable for AmI systems would

enable a large number of AmI applications and advanced

functionality. The applications could inference over the

data produced by the sensors, reuse knowledge and coor-

dinate the sensors with actuators, for example. However,

many sensors will have extremely limited processing

power, memory capacity and communication bandwidth

and can hence not utilize the currently available knowl-

edge representations. On the other hand, sending raw data

only introduces additional dependencies into the sensing

systems and thus increases the complexity of the system.

The sensor data need to be transformed into standard

representations by other AmI components and these

components need to process sensor data, often in pro-

prietary formats from a large number of different sensors.

If all sensors send data in the same compact format, easily

transformed to common knowledge representations, sen-

sor-based AmI systems would be much easier to build and

maintain. Such a data format would facilitate realizing the

AmI vision: ‘‘massively distributed devices operate col-

lectively while embedded in the environment using

information and intelligence that is hidden in the inter-

connection network’’ [1].

We suggest a lightweight data representation, Entity

Notation (EN), which facilitates connecting resource-con-

strained sensors to AmI systems. Our main contribution is a

lightweight notation that can be both (i) handled by

resource-constrained sensors and transferred over ultra

low-power communication links with limited bandwidth,
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(ii) transformed into knowledge representations in a

straightforward fashion. Other related data representations

do not have both these features. Some lightweight repre-

sentations, like JSON [2] and YAML [3], cannot be

transformed into knowledge representations in a straight-

forward manner, while some compact knowledge formats,

like N3 [4] and Turtle [5], have a complex syntax unfea-

sible for resource-constrained sensors.

EN produces short packets that in their simplest form are

only 13 bytes long and efficiently decrease the processing

power and communication bandwidth required from the

sensors and their radio interfaces. At the same time, EN can

be transformed into knowledge representations in a

straightforward and unambiguous manner. In short, EN is

proposed as a candidate solution for building a bridge over

the gap between resource-constrained sensor nodes and

other nodes of AmI systems at the data interchange level.

EN enables semantics to the raw data produced by

resource-constrained sensors. It is also a practical and

useful data representation with necessary expressive power

and human-readable format.

We have reported in [6] how EN can be utilized to

transfer ontology knowledge and in this article will focus

on knowledge that can be transformed into RDF state-

ments. Earlier EN version was reported in a conference

article [7], but here we describe the first time in a single

article all EN features for sensors. Moreover, we present an

improved version of EN, how EN packets can be chained

along with a more detailed analysis. We start by discussing

the design goals. Then, the EN will be explained in detail,

including its formal description and the alternative formats.

Furthermore, we discuss resource usage of EN, how the

format used in the communication can be negotiated, how

EN packets can be chained in a gateway, which data

structures EN supports and what its main limitations are.

The modest requirements EN sets for sensors will be

illustrated by presenting the C code for constructing EN

packets from data values in an embedded sensor node and

the usefulness of EN will be verified by an intelligent

multiple user interaction prototype. The usage of resources

of EN is evaluated based on a simulator, Resource

Description Framework (RDF) [8] test datasets and our

implementations. Finally, we discuss future work and

conclude the paper.

2 Designing Entity Notation

EN is designed as a lightweight representation for trans-

ferring information between resource-constrained sensors

and other nodes in a networked, distributed system. Spe-

cifically, it was designed to be compatible with common

knowledge representations. Entity Notation, as its name

implies, describes entities. An entity is some identifiable

whole, concrete or abstract. Entities for describing advanced

knowledge tend to be more abstract, like concepts and their

relations in ontologies, while entities for describing assertion

knowledge tend to be concrete, like sensors, robots, RFID

tags, sending nodes, recipients, persons, measurements.

Generally, an EN packet depicts an entity itself and its rela-

tionships with other entities or values [6].

Among the alternatives for representing knowledge,

Semantic Web knowledge representations are good candi-

dates for implementing intelligent functionality such as

inference, knowledge integration and reuse. But the models

for the Semantic Web, like RDF and ontology [9], require a

considerable amount of computing resources. Moreover,

the widely used representations, like RDF/XML and Web

Ontology Language (OWL), have a complex and verbose

XML-based syntax. These drawbacks conflict with the

resource limitations of embedded sensing systems.

The design goals of EN are as follows: Firstly, it can be

used over limited bandwidth and ultra-low power com-

munication links by resource-constrained sensors. For

example, an unsophisticated embedded sensor node should

be able to compose EN packets using minimal computation

power and deliver packets to other AmI system nodes in a

resource-efficient manner. Secondly, EN packets can be

used in a straightforward fashion by knowledge-based AmI

systems. This means that it should be possible to transform

the packets into RDF or ontology models in an unambig-

uous fashion. This would make inference possible over

real-world data from sensors. The third goal is that EN is

general: it can carry any kind of information between two

devices. The fourth goal is that the information can always

be identified in a unique fashion. This is an important

feature for a scalable system when all the possible usages

of the information cannot be specified in advance. Fur-

thermore, unique identification is an important prerequisite

for the second and third goals.

We achieve these goals as follows: To support resource-

constrained sensors and low-power and low-bandwidth

communication links, EN offers lightweight short packets

that are easy to serialize and parse. To allow the packet

content to be utilized by knowledge-based AmI systems,

EN offers complete packets, which can be transformed in a

straightforward and unambiguous fashion into advanced

knowledge representations based on RDF, for example.

Hence, the packet content can be delivered, for example,

to a reasoning engine processing knowledge in OWL for-

mat. Short packets can be transformed into complete

packets and vice versa. Furthermore, the basic EN format is

general and it does not constrain the type of information.

Finally, EN uses universally unique identifiers (UUIDs)

[10] and uniform resource identifiers (URIs) for unique

identification.
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Although we focus on sensors in this paper, EN can be

used to exchange information between any two nodes of a

distributed AmI system. When a device sends data to

another system node, it composes EN packets and delivers

them as the payload for the protocol performing the actual

delivery. The receiver decomposes the packets and trans-

forms them into the knowledge representation it uses. EN is

not a protocol; hence, it does not offer any routing mech-

anisms, checksums, etc. An EN packet is assumed to be the

payload of some protocol delivering the packets, for

example, HTTP, TCP/IP, or some sensor network proto-

cols. However, we suggest a few operations for negotiating

the EN packet type. We do not consider the architecture of

the AmI system in this paper.

3 The formal description of the Entity Notation

Entity Notation packets are sequences of ASCII characters

encoded in UTF-8. EN is a text/plain MIME type format.

An Entity Notation packet has the following structure in

the EBNF format:

The EN syntax uses a minimal amount of special

characters; thus, a sensor needs to process a minimal set of

characters when composing and decomposing EN packets.

Special characters in the EN syntax include square brack-

ets, angle brackets, white spaces and double quotes. Square

brackets are used to determine the start and end of data

packets, while angle brackets are used to determine the

start and end of EN packets expressing higher-level

ontology knowledge. Higher-level ontology knowledge

formally defines entity hierarchies, relations among them,

types of properties, etc. We do not discuss ontologies in

more detail in this paper. White spaces separate tokens.

Double quotes determine the start and end of values (that

can contain white spaces). An escape character \ is needed

when special characters occur in the packet content. The

escape sequences are listed in Table 1.

URIs are used to identify information in the EN packets;

in this article, the namespace ‘‘http://ee.oulu.fi/o#’’ is used

for these URIs. In addition, the basic W3C RDF namespace

and XML Schema data type namespace are also used.

4 The complete packet format

The format for complete EN packets follows closely that of

RDF statements. A basic RDF statement contains a (sub-

ject, predicate, object) triplet. The subject identifies the

resource the statement is about. The predicate identifies a

property of the resource, while the object identifies the

value of that property. A complete EN packet contains

knowledge that equals to a sequence of RDF statements:

In addition to subjects, predicates and objects, an EN

packet contains type information of subjects as well. The

type information attached with a subject can map the

subject to a concept (i.e., ClassName) in an ontology. This

is a prerequisite for realizing ontology-based inference.

When the subject is mapped, its predicates, objects, types

and objects can also be mapped in a straightforward

manner. A complete EN packet is of the form:

Table 1 Utilization of escape character in the EN

Escape sequence Meaning

\\ Backslash(\)

\’’ Double Quote(’’)

\[ and \] Square brackets([ and ])

\\ and \[ Angle brackets(\ and [)
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EntityType and EntityId determine the type and the

identifier of the subject. Together, they define the primary

entity an EN packet is about. A packet can contain any

number of statements about this entity. EntityId is a unique

identifier for an entity of the type described by EntityType.

These items are followed by a number of property doublets

(PropertyName, PropertyValue). PropertyName specifies a

predicate and PropertyValue specifies an object. Type

information of PropertyValue is defined in higher-level

knowledge of ontologies. When a PropertyName is mat-

ched in an ontology, type information of this value will be

available. EntityType, EntityId, PropertyName and Prop-

ertyValue are identified in a unique fashion by URIs. XML

Schema types are used for specifying literal types. Literals

(including literal URIs) are enclosed in double quotes, as

some data types such as base64Binary data type can con-

tain white spaces but not double quotes.

Some objects can be other entities. In this case, the value

of a property is an identifier of the other entity (i.e., En-

tityId). This allows relations to be represented. The rela-

tions can be between concrete entities, e.g., a sensor is

inside a room. The relations can also be between abstract

entities. For example, the first entity of a packet sequence

can specify a list and refer to all list member entities. The

following packets can then describe these entities.

Here is an example of three EN packets describing a line

segment between a mobile sensor and a fixed point:

One location is measured by a location sensor, while

another is a prefixed geospatial point marked as a good

place for collecting berries. We could have some simple

inferences based on these packets. For example, the system

could calculate the distance between these two points and

recommend a user to collect some berries when he is nearby.

A complete packet can be transferred to an RDF/XML

description in a straightforward fashion because of their

natural relationship. For example, the three EN packets

listed above can be transformed into the RDF graph shown

in Fig. 1. The entity type can be represented as a resource

class (using the rdf:type property), and the entity identifier

is the identifier of the resource. Property names and values

can be mapped directly. To maintain a straightforward

mapping between the EN and RDF/XML formats and to

keep the RDF/XML documents simple to process, striping

is not used. However, we do use the shorthand for resource

classes, that is, replace rdf:description with the resource

type and omit the rdf:type property. We also use identifiers,

i.e., the rdf:ID attribute instead of rdf:about.

The first packet about linesegment25 is transformed into

the most left resource, and it has three properties and

rdf:type that relate to a resource class. Two other resources,

locaSensor767 and position798 (shown in yellow squares),

are related to the first entity by object relationships.

The naming convention of the EN follows that of ontol-

ogies: entity types (mapping to class names in ontologies)

start with an initial capital letter, and property names (map-

ping to property names in ontologies) start with initial low-

ercase letters. When a property value is an entity, the property

name contains a verb and a noun; when the value is a literal,

the property name contains only a noun. Identifiers (mapping

to individuals in ontologies) are otherwise identical with

entity type names, but they start with a lowercase letter and

end in a number. One exception for the identifier is that blank

node identifiers start with an underscore and a colon and end

with a number. URI references are used, i.e., fragment

identifiers are used heavily. As usual, xml:base is used in

creating full URIs from the identifiers.

5 The short packet format

Complete EN packets can be quite long because of

meaningful type names and URIs. We suggest a technique

based on templates and prefixes to shorten the packets. The

basic idea is that a template contains a description of the

constant part of a sequence of EN packets and placeholders

for the variable items. The packet sent over the commu-

nication links needs to contain only a template identifier

and the variable items. A sequence of complete EN packets

can then be assembled by replacing the template’s place-

holders with the values contained in a short packet. Prefixes

are used to shorten URI references.

Which items in the complete packets should be treated

as constant parts and which items should be treated as
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variable items? It is clear that EntityType and Property-

Name should be constant items, because the individuals of

a given Class have the same PropertyNames and Proper-

tyTypes. Then, the EntityId and PropertyValue could be

variable parts. However, they can also be constants. En-

tityId can be constant when, for example, a sensor always

sends data about the same entity. A short packet without

EntityIds has the following format:

And when a short packet format includes EntityIds, the

format is:

UUID in the short packet is used to identify the tem-

plate. UUID is an identifier that is guaranteed to be unique

across space and time. UUIDs can be created indepen-

dently, in a distributed fashion, without any central registry

(even then, they are unique at a very high probability).

Each UUID is unique over the whole system, which is a

critical feature when a general solution is required. In its

canonical form, a UUID is 128 bits long, consisting of 32

hexadecimal digits, digit groups separated by hyphens. In

URN format, a UUID looks like this:

There are alternative lengths for UUIDs, such as 64 bits,

32 bits and 16 bits. We can choose UUIDs of different

length based on the size of the identifier space an AmI

system requires: short UUIDs guarantee unambiguous

identification for a small-scale system, while 128-bit

UUIDs need to be used for an Internet-scale system.

Table 2 gives examples for short UUIDs.

When a small-scale sensing system is integrated into a

larger one, alternative 128-bit UUIDs can be generated for

the templates and the conversion between short and long

UUIDs can be performed using look-up tables. We utilize

24-bit UUIDs later in this paper and will utilize both 24-bit

UUIDs and full 128-bit UUIDs in the sensor node imple-

mentations presented in Sect. 11.

Figure 2 shows an example of using different templates

to transfer the same location measurement (introduced in

the earlier example). This example presents how sensors

can have different templates for different application sce-

narios and corresponding short packets can have different

variable items. In the figure, Sensor 1 is sending a short

Fig. 1 RDF graph of the

example

Table 2 Examples of short UUIDs

UUID length [bit] Example

16 urn:uuid:59a7

24 urn:uuid:35e6af

32 urn:uuid:e81d4fae

64 urn:uuid:cea700a0c91e6bf6
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packet, including UUID, EntityId and all three Property-

Values to an AmI system. This packet is the longest short

packet among the alternatives, as all possible variable items

are included in this short packet. But in this case, only one

template is needed for all location sensors producing this kind

of measurements. This short packet format might be used

when several sensors produce location data, and the amount of

memory needed for templates is to be minimized. This tem-

plate is shown in the first row of Table 3.

Sensor 2 is sending a short packet, including UUID and

all three PropertyValues. The corresponding template

contains the EntityId. As shown in the second row of

Table 3, three placeholders in this template reserve places for

the values of owner, longitude and latitude, respectively.

Compared with the previous one, this template can only be

utilized by a specific location sensor. Then, the amount of

templates is determined by that of location sensors.

Sensor 3 in Fig. 2 is sending a shorter packet without an

owner item. This template might be used when the sensor

is owned by the same person for a long time. Sensor 4 is

sending a short packet containing only the owner item.

This might be the case when the user does not move for a

long time (for example, the user is sleeping).

Sensor 5 is sending a short packet only including a

UUID. Clearly, this is the shortest packet among all

alternatives. The whole packet is only 14 bytes long, and

all the actual information is encoded in the template. The

possible shortest packet can be achieved when a 16-bit

UUID is utilized and a packet only includes the UUID;

then, the packet length is 13 bytes. The corresponding

template is in the last row of Table 3.

6 Resource usage

We discuss the resource usage of EN and introduce a way to

optimize a system at design time in this section. From the

examples above, it can be seen that when a sensor sends

measurements to other system nodes, a packet needs to contain

only a template identifier and the variable items. The receiver

can assemble the complete packet without any information loss

as long as it has the template. EN leaves space for the designers

for optimizing their AmI system by tuning packet lengths and

the number of templates to produce an optimal combination of

bandwidth usage for sending short packets and CPU and

memory usage for processing the packets.

Next, we sketch how resource usage can be controlled at

design time by considering the amount of templates. We

focus mainly on resource-constrained sensors. We assume

the following:

n = number of items in a complete packet.

k = number of packets node N sends in each second.

The items are EntityIds and PropertyValues in EN

packets. The number of items in a corresponding short

packet varies depending on used templates. The shortest

packet only includes a UUID, while the longest one all

variable items. Hence, we assume:

p = number of items in a short packet.

and when UUIDs are counted, p 2 ½1; nþ 1�:

We consider the minimal and maximum amount of

templates in an AmI system. The minimal amount of

Fig. 2 Different short EN formats transferred from sensors to an AmI

system

Table 3 Templates for different sensors in Fig. 2

The template of Sensor 1:

[http://ee.oulu.fi/o#LocaSensor ?1 http://ee.oulu.fi/o#owner ?2

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#longitude ?3 http://ee.oulu.fi/o#latitude ?4]

The template of Sensor 2:

[http://ee.oulu.fi/o#LocaSensor http://ee.oulu.fi/o#locaSensor767

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#owner ?1 http://ee.oulu.fi/o#longitude ?2

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#latitude ?3]

The template of Sensor 3:

[http://ee.oulu.fi/o#LocaSensor http://ee.oulu.fi/o#locaSensor767

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#owner ‘‘JohnSmith’’

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#longitude ?1 http://ee.oulu.fi/o#latitude ?2]

The template of Sensor 4:

[http://ee.oulu.fi/o#LocaSensor http://ee.oulu.fi/o#locaSensor767

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#owner ?1

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#longitude ‘‘25.47’’

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#latitude ‘‘65.06’’]

The template of Sensor 5:

[http://ee.oulu.fi/o#LocaSensor http://ee.oulu.fi/o#locaSensor767

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#owner ‘‘JohnSmith’’

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#longitude ‘‘25.47’’

http://ee.oulu.fi/o#latitude ‘‘65.06’’]
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templates is 1; it is achieved when all networked sensors

are identical and all variable items are encoded in short

packets. For example, if there are 5 location sensors

reporting their owners’ locations, the template presented

for Sensor 1 in Fig. 2 can be utilized for all these 5 sensors.

The maximum amount of templates is achieved when only

UUIDs are included in each short packet, similar to Sensor

5 in Fig. 2.

Assuming the number of different values of the item i as

xi, we can calculate the maximum number of templates as:

Yn

i¼1

xi:

For example, there might be 5 temperature sensors and 50

different temperature values. In this case, the number of items

is 2; a complete packet contains one EntityId and one property

value. A total of 250 (5 times 50) templates are required if only

UUID is included in short packets. For a system not having

templates for every different combination of values, we need

to consider both the amount of variable items in the short

packages and the values of these items.

For a selected value of p,

Yn�pþ1

i¼1

xi

templates are needed to communicate all possible values.

Every short packet has p variables—the values for the rest

of the variables are encoded in the template identifiers (i.e.,

UUIDs).

As the resource-constrained sensors do not store tem-

plates—but just construct short packets—the amount of

memory required by templates does not need to be considered.

Instead, we estimate how moving one variable item from a

short packet to templates affects resource usage. Shortly, such

an operation increases the number of templates by a factor of

xi. Instead of writing the value to the short packet, the

resource-constrained sensor needs to test the value and select

the correct template identifier for the short message.

This produces more code, and hence more memory is

needed to store the program and more CPU cycles to

execute it. On the other hand, bandwidth usage decreases

as one less variable item is included in the short packet. We

estimate memory usage with fm(p), CPU usage with fc(p)

and bandwidth usage fb(p). We normalize them to Fb(p),

Fm(p) and Fc(p). Resource consumption can be optimized

by selecting the optimal number of items for short packets.

The costs of different resources can be considered. If all

resources have the same cost, the designer can minimize:

Fb pð Þ þ Fm pð Þ þ Fc pð Þ:

When the costs are different, the designer can use weights

to present differences and minimize:

wb � Fb pð Þ þ wm � Fm pð Þ þ wc � Fc pð Þ:

As all these functions strongly depend on the underlying

technology and the implementation of the software, these

functions will not be presented in more detail here.

Sensors and other AmI components can have predefined

templates for each packet they can send. It should be noted

that the sensors do not need to have any information about

the templates; they only insert template identifiers in the

messages they send. Usage of short packets can be decided

by the engineer at design time. The second option is that

the sensors negotiate the usage during communication; this

will be discussed in the next section.

7 Negotiating short packets

For most resource-constrained sensors, sending predefined

short packets is the best option. More capable devices can

negotiate the usage of short packets during operations. A

device can suggest to its peer a short packet format. Fig-

ure 3 shows the sequence diagram of the negotiating pro-

cess between two peers. When an initiator suggests a

participant to use short packets, it sends a RequestUse-

Template packet, which includes the ID of the suggested

template. The participant can either refuse or agree. If the

participant agrees to use the suggested template, it can

request the template if it does not have it in the memory.

To use the template, the participant needs to be able to

identify the placeholders from the template in order to

include the right values in the short packet.

Templates can be transferred as Entity Notation packets.

Because the syntax of the templates does not comply with

the complete packet format, we cannot transfer them as EN

packets directly. But a template itself is also an entity that

can be described with statements about the templateID,

Fig. 3 Sequence diagram of the short packet negotiation
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statements and placeholders. Namespace prefixes can also

be included in the template. Statements can be described

using RDF reification in EN format (see Sect. 9.3). We use

complete EN packets for expressing templates and there is

no short packet format for them.

8 Chaining EN Packets

A scalable AmI system consists of devices with different

capabilities. For example, a gateway could receive packets

from sensors, add additional values and send them further

to knowledge-based systems for reasoning over the data. In

this section, we introduce different EN packet chaining

solutions for gateways with different capabilities.

We assume a scenario that a sensor node is sending short

packets to three gateways. Two gateways (Gateway1 and

Gateway2 in Fig. 4) have considerable amounts of pro-

cessing power and memory, while another one (Gateway 3

in Fig. 4) is a quite simple one that can only compose short

packets and forward them to other system nodes.

Figure 4 presents a situation in which the gateways are

receiving the same packet from a location sensor and for-

warding different packets to a knowledge-based system on

a server. Gateway 1 decodes the short packet partially,

changes the template identifier to a new one and adds a

timestamp value before the ending mark. The whole packet

needs not to be decoded; the user name and location values

can be handled in the format received as a character string.

This is an easier procedure than transferring the short

packet to its corresponding complete packet. The knowl-

edge-based system can then decode data completely.

Gateway 2 has a similar mechanism to Gateway 1, but it

only forwards selected values. In this case, it deletes the

‘‘owner’’ value and adds a timestamp.

Gateway 3 works in a simpler way. It does not parse the

packet it receives, but simply adds another packet in front of it

and forwards them together. Some other nodes in AmI sys-

tems, e.g., knowledge-based systems, can decompose the

packets and use the values. This packet chaining simplifies the

gateway. The knowledge-based system is the only node that

needs to decode the values encoded in the template identifiers

and it has the knowledge to interpret the chain as one packet.

In the example of Gateway 3 in Fig. 4, the first packet

contains the gateway’s template identifier and a timestamp.

The second packet is the packet received from the sensor as

it is. A two-packet chain like that is interpreted at the

knowledge-based system as one packet. This method

allows any number of packets to be chained. As long as the

receiver knows the individual packets of the packet chain,

it can be interpreted correctly. In other words, the server

can assemble a complete packet from several short packets

and the data can be picked from short packets correctly.

More complex gateways can do more on EN packets.

They could have the capability to discover templates,

transform short packets into complete format, pick vari-

ables from complete packets, compose new EN packets and

transfer them to other AmI system nodes.

9 Data structures supported by the Entity Notation

9.1 Blank node identifiers

Blank nodes are used in RDF to describe unnamed resources.

They can be used as intermediate nodes for dealing with n-ary

relationships. We use the following naming convention for

blank node identifiers: an identifier starts with an underscore

and a colon and continues with lowercase letters and a num-

ber, for example, _:blanknode01. This representation follows

the blank node naming in RDF/XML and N3. Other entities in

the same EN sequence can refer to blank nodes, but entities

outside this EN sequence cannot refer to this blank node

identifier. The EN does not support other ways for expressing

blank nodes, like nesting.

9.2 RDF container and RDF collection

RDF provides containers and collections for expressing

collections of members. These members can be entities or

literals. Containers, like rdf:Bag, rdf:Seq and rdf:Alt, are

used to describe an unclosed set of members, while col-

lections are used to express a closed set. EN has a format

for containers and collections. A container or a collection

has an EntityId, starting with the type of the container or

collection and ending with a number. Then, we have a

‘‘http://ee.oulu.fi/o#hasItem’’ property, which has EntityIds

or literals as property values and the proper typeFig. 4 Chaining EN packets
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information. An rdf:Bag container containing two location

sensor descriptions can be expressed as follows:

9.3 RDF reification

A reification is a statement about another statement. Expressing

reifications in EN packets follows that of RDF/XML. An entity

statement has three properties: a subject, a predicate and an

object for expressing URIs or literals of the original statement.

RDF reification vocabulary, including rdf:Statement, rdf:sub-

ject, rdf:predicate and rdf:object, is used in EN. The following

example illustrates reification. First, a complete packet:

Then, the same information using reification:

9.4 Arrays

Arrays are common data structures in programming lan-

guages. They can be built based on simple data types.

Arrays consist of a collection of members, with each of

them identified by one or more integer indices. We use

‘‘http://ee.oulu.fi/o#hasItem’’ property again to express one

item in an array. Arrays can have more than one dimension.

For example, a two-dimensional array is a one-dimensional

array having one-dimensional arrays as items. We can store

a (longitude, latitude) pair in an array as follows:

The items are listed in the order determined by the

indices. A short packet looks like this:

In this packet, the prefix EE is used to shorten a full

URI. The complete representation of arrays is verbose but,

on the other hand, can be easily transformed into RDF

models. The short packets are not much longer than their

representation in programming languages.

10 Limitations of the Entity Notation

Entity Notation has expressive power, because the com-

plete format follows the basic RDF format. Moreover, it

supports many data types and basic data structures of

programming languages and XML. Theoretically, EN can

support any data structures built from simple data types.

However, as EN is deliberatively kept simple, these data

structures must be built from entities and relations between

them. As a result, processing large data structures can

require considerable resources.

Another limitation of EN is that it does not support

nesting. Nesting is widely supported by data representa-

tions compressing a representation. Here again, we left

nesting deliberatively out from EN to keep individual

packets shorter. Instead of nesting, URI references and

blank node identifiers are utilized to determine relations.

One advantage of a sequence of small packets over a single

large packet is that the small packets can have different

routing paths.

11 Implementations and analysis

In this section, we present evaluation results of EN and two

sensor-driven user-centric real-world implementations.

Evaluations based on a device simulator and RDF datasets

show how compact EN can be. Implementations illustrate

the usability of EN on embedded devices. EN is utilized in

a wearable sensor for detecting and reporting well-being of

elder people in the first application. Another implementa-

tion adopts EN to transfer geospatial data from embedded

GPS receiver of a mobile phone and reason for multiuser

interactions. Resource usages of EN are compared with

other alternatives in implementations.

11.1 Evaluation of the Entity Notation

First, we evaluated the Entity Notation by using a device

simulator and some standard RDF datasets. The simulator

[7] can simulate four mobile devices, including a temper-

ature sensor, a location sensor, a cleaning robot and a

wireless device designed for reporting the patient’s well-

being to nurses [11]. These devices communicate with an
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inference engine by using EN packets. The server and

devices can send 17 different packets in total: the server

can send requests to the devices, while the devices can

reply to the server’s requests and send asynchronous

messages to the server. From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the

short EN packet format utilizing 24-bit UUIDs contains on

average only 19.85% of the characters of complete packets

and 9.56% of those of the corresponding RDF document.

In a second experiment, we selected some RDF files from

W3C standard test sets [12] for examining the compression

rate and expressiveness of the EN format. A total of 35 RDF

data files were selected, containing most of the data structures

and data types we have considered. Some of the RDF files

were modified slightly. The modification includes deleting

XML schema property types and annotations and adding a

ClassName when necessary. XML Schema property types are

left out, because this information can be accessed by mapping

an EntityId of a packet to a Class in an ontology. Moreover,

XML annotations are only user-readable information.

In Fig. 6, the length of different representations for the

RDF model is compared, including RDF/XML, N3, EN

complete packet and EN short packets with different tem-

plates. When a template with all possible placeholders is

utilized, we have the longest short packets with the Entit-

yId and all property values. The short packets with all

property values are also produced, EntityId not included.

As another extreme case, we can have the packets that only

include UUIDs. From Fig. 6, we can see how compact EN

packets are. The average length of the longest short packets is

around 11.22% of that of the corresponding RDF files; the

average length of short packets with property values is around

7.53% of that, while in the shortest case, the packets only with

UUIDs is just 4.61% of that of the corresponding RDF files.

The ratio of the short packet size to that of the RDF file can be

even smaller for larger data structures, specifically, when the

structures contain large constant parts.

Entity Notation can express all the basic elements in the

RDF model and in the RDF/XML representation. We find

that complete EN format is more compact than RDF/XML

in most cases, like expressing statements. But RDF/XML

can be more compact for expressing collections, containers

and reifications because of the utilization of nesting. N3

has some more expressive capability exceeding the RDF

model, such as expressing simple logic formulas and rules.

EN format cannot support these extra capabilities at the

current stage of our research.

11.2 Elder people well-being reporter

We built a sensor-driven AmI system reporting the well-

being of an elderly person. This system contains a wearable

sensor device and a PC application. The sensor detects

possible falling down of the person carrying it and irregular

temperatures. Figure 7 presents the main components and

the data flow of the system. In this system, a sensor com-

poses EN packets and transfers them to a PC application.

This application decodes and preprocesses the packets.

Then, it integrates the received values into a small ontology

and triggers an inference engine. The engine detects

abnormal situations and reports them to persons whose

contact information has been configured to the system.

The sensor node used in the experiments consists of a

low-power microcontroller from Atmel, short-range radio

link and sensors, including 3-axis magnetometer, 3-axis

accelerometer and a thermometer. In addition, the sensor

node includes a real-time clock and a push button. The

firmware of the sensor node has been implemented as a

standalone application, and no operating system has been

used.

Fig. 5 Comparison of the lengths of RDF/XML, complete packets

and short packets with 24-bit UUIDs in the device simulator

Fig. 6 Comparison of the lengths of different representations. From

left to right: RDF/XML, N3, Complete EN packets, Maximum length

short EN packets, Short EN packets with property values only, Short

EN packets with UUIDs only

Fig. 7 Main components and data flow of the elder people well-being

reporter
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An EN packet generated by the sensor node contains a

timestamp, acceleration and magnetic field data and the

binary state of the push button. All data items are repre-

sented by 16-bit signed integers except the timestamp for

which 32-bit unsigned integer representation has been

used. The usage of floating point representations has been

avoided in order to decrease the memory footprint of the C

standard library. The EN packet, including 128-bit UUID

and the sensor readings, is generated simply by using

sprintf function, as show below, after which the string (i.e.,

EN packet) produced by the sprintf function is sent to the

receiver by calling write function that is associated with the

low-power radio interface of the sensor node:

From this code, it can be seen that sensors can generate

EN packets in a simple and straightforward fashion.

A UUID value is used as a constant and concatenated with

the produced values.

The PC application detects possible falling down and

abnormal temperature from sensory data. Generally, indi-

vidual values can easily be extracted from short EN packets

when the types and the order of the values are known. This

enables fast preprocessing of sensor data with lightweight

algorithms—which in its turn reduces the burden of the

inference engine. For example, for detecting abnormal

temperature, temperature values can be extracted from the

message strings and cached for 3 min. A mean value can

be calculated from the cached values and sent to the rea-

soner. Moreover, falling down can be detected by first

extracting accelerometer readings from EN packets (from

the character strings) and then processing them with a fall

detection algorithm. A simple two-phase algorithm can

detect falling down. In the first phase, the algorithm waits

until a predefined threshold value for the total acceleration

is exceeded, which indicates a physical impact. In the

second phase, the algorithm analyzes if the predefined

threshold value for the vertical inclination angle is excee-

ded for a certain period of time, which suggest a non-

standing posture. The non-standing posture following the

physical impact is categorized as a fall.

EN packets can be transformed into RDF statements

following the way introduced above. New RDF statements

trigger the reasoner when they are added into the ontology.

The reasoner matches RDF statements with the antecedents

of rules in its rule set. The reasoning produces new RDF

statements that are sent to a person as a text reminder, to

the elderly person’s son, for instance. For example, when a

possible falling down event has been detected, the text

message ‘‘Please check well-being of your father, the

wearable sensor detected a possible falling down.’’ is sent.

When the temperature is abnormal, a text message ‘‘Please

check well-being, the wearable sensor detected an abnor-

mal temperature.’’ is sent.

Our user tests verified a high possibility of correct

operations. For falling down detection, false recognitions

are mainly because of the slow performance of the activity.

Meanwhile, placement of the sensor in the body affects the

recognition results. Users are happy about that the system

does not need a training period before actual usage. But the

sensor is not small enough for constant use and, ‘‘to its

best, can be part of clothes accessories.’’ Another worry

from users is about the harm of Bluetooth radiation because

of constant usage.

The resource usage of this sensor, including CPU cycles,

power consumption and transmission time, is shown in

Fig. 8. We compare EN with N3 and RDF/XML because of

their similar semantic expressive capabilities. All packets

were generated and sent using sprintf and write functions

as discussed above.

Figure 8a compares lengths of EN, N3 and RDF/XML

packets implemented on the same sensor. EN has its lon-

gest possible packet, as 128-bit UUID is utilized. Length of

an EN packet is around 53.33% of that of the corre-

sponding N3 packet, and around 31.17% of that of the

corresponding RDF/XML packet. The bandwidth required

for transferring a packet is proportional to its length.

Memory usage is proportional to the lengths of the packets

as well.

We measured that the code to generate an EN packet

takes about 21,000 clock cycles to execute on ATmega32

MCU. This is around 67.74% of generating the corre-

sponding N3 packet and around 39.62% of generating the

corresponding RDF/XML packet. The exact number of

clock cycles depends on the C compiler and the code

optimization settings.

The power consumption of Atmel’s 8-bit ATmega32

microcontroller (MCU) is 1.1 mA at 1 MHz with 3 V

operating voltage. We assume that each instruction takes

one clock cycle to execute; then, an average of 0.0011A 9

3 V 9 0.000001 s = 3.3 lJ energy consumption is

required for each executed instruction. Hence, the code for

generating each EN packet consumes the energy 21000 9

3.3 lJ = 69.3 lJ.

The radio interface of the sensor node is implemented

using Bluegiga’s WT12 Bluetooth module, while the

maximum power consumption of this Bluetooth module is

60 mA at 3 V operating voltage. The data rate of WT12
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Bluetooth module is 350 kbps when the RFCOMM pro-

tocol stack is used. Transmission time in Fig. 8d) stands for

the time required to send the packet using the 350 kbps

data rate. The transmission time for sending each EN

packet is around 52.94% of that of the corresponding N3

packet and around 30.68% of that of the corresponding

RDF/XML packet.

One EN packet can be send in approximately 2.7 ms.

This consumes energy approximately 0.06A 9 3 V 9

0.0027 s = 500 lJ.

The energy consumption scales linearly with the pay-

load size. The total energy consumption of each EN packet

is approximately 69.3 lJ ? 500 lJ = 569.3 lJ, while the

radio interface consumes 87.83% of the total energy con-

sumption. When compared with N3 and RDF/XML, gener-

ating and sending an EN packet consume energy around

55.81% of that of the corresponding N3 packet and around

32.44% of that of the corresponding RDF/XML packet. There

are many low-power radio solutions that are superior to

Bluetooth, but changing the radio does not affect these ratios.

11.3 Location-based inference for multiple user

interactions

In the second implementation, we present how EN can be

utilized by multiple user interactions for location-based

inference. This is an ambient intelligence application that

provides context-based map and reminder services for users.

The prototype was built to realize the following scenario [13]:

A couple is driving home from different working

places after working, and one of them needs to pick

up their children from the kindergarten. The couple

has decided to pick up their children as early as

possible. When a parent has left the workplace, she/

he is reminded to pick up the children if she/he is the

nearest parent already left the work. At the same

time, another reminder will be shown to suggest the

spouse to drive home directly.

EN is utilized here to describe GPS data produced by a

Nokia N95 cell phone. Short packets are generated by

JAVA code based on Symbian 60 platform and transferred

over TCP. The short packet format for GPS data is similar

to Sensor 2 in Fig. 2:

EN is also employed to represent other data between

communications of a server and a client, including gener-

ating new tasks, deleting tasks, browsing information of

tasks, users and positions, etc. These packets can be

transformed into RDF statements and added among the

facts to a context ontology. A rule-based reasoning engine

constantly checks the modification of the ontology and

informs a map generator when information should be sent

to users. The map generator renders context-aware maps

and reminders to users. EN enables the reasoning engine to

decide who should visit the kindergarten based on a real-

time driving distances between the parents and the kin-

dergarten. A parent with a nearer distance receives a map

(marked with his/her current location and location of kin-

dergarten) and a remind message ‘‘Please visit kindergarten

to pick up your kids.’’

The application runs in backend, which allows users to

perform their daily routine and shows maps and reminders

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8 An analysis of resource usage of EN, compared with N3 and

RDF/XML. a Comparison of the lengths of different representations.

b Comparison of the CPU clock cycles of different representations.

c Comparison of power consumption of different representations.

d Comparison of transmission time of different representations
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only when it is time for the predefined tasks. The overall

application was considered by testers as a nice system,

which actually could be combined with a calendar appli-

cation. In the real-world test, 80% of the predefined tasks

are shown in time and correctly. We suspect the main

reason for the missed reminders to be Internet connection

problems. Another observation during the test is about

system delay. When two users are sharing less than 30

tasks, the system delay is about 2 s, which is regarded as an

acceptable delay by testers. However, when two users are

sharing about 40 tasks, the system delay start to reach 8 s.

Hence, a large amount of tasks affect the context ontology

and reasoning engine.

There are six different kinds of short packets in total are

employed in this implementation. GPS data packets are

sent to a server with a frequency of one packet per second,

and other packets are sent on request. Different short

packets have slightly different compression ratios to cor-

responding N3 and RDF/XML packets. During this test,

two users are sharing 10 tasks during 1 h. From Fig. 9, it

can be seen that the short EN packet format contains about

45.25% of the characters of N3 packets and 26.45% of

those of the corresponding RDF.

12 Related work

The Entity Notation is a lightweight representation for

distributed AmI systems. It is an affordable format for

resource-constrained sensors and can support Semantic

Web technology at the same time. Among general context

representation categories, like key-value pairs, ontology-

based representations, case-based representations [14], we

would consider EN as an ontology-based representation,

because of its compatibility of well-known ontology rep-

resentations. In this section, we compare Entity Notation

with other context representations possible for ambient

systems. We do not consider proprietary formats, but only

open formats supporting interoperability.

Binary XML formats support convenient solutions for

transferring data from embedded sensors to XML repre-

sentations. There are many competitive binary XML

formats, like X.694 [15], Efficient XML Interchange (EXI)

format [16], WAP Binary XML Content Format [17], Fast

Infoset [18] and Xebu [19]. These formats are designed to

improve parsing performance and reduce data size for the

XML representation. They mainly use token-based com-

pression and schema-based optimization, in which each

element, attribute and so forth is encoded as a small integer

value. According to the W3C’s performance measurement

of 2006 [20], EXI achieved the best compression rate

among alternatives. The average compression rate of EXI

for 67 tests sets reach about 30%, by utilizing all optimi-

zation techniques, including the schema and document

analysis. Our evaluation result shows that EN can reach a

better compression rate and requires less processing for

packet serialization. Moreover, EN offers a flexible packet

negotiation mechanism and an easy way to build light-

weight gateways.

As RDF/XML is the most widely used format for

describing RDF, we discuss some mechanisms for com-

pressing XML files, like XMLPPM [21], XMLZip [22],

XML Skelton Compression [23] and XPress [24]. These

methods utilize complex compression algorithms and

homomorphic transformation strategies to compress XML.

Wilfred Ng et al. [25] tested several XML compression

techniques and reported that XMLPPM achieves the best

compression ratio, which can reach 8.25% of the original

XML file. Most compact EN packets that include UUID

only can achieve a similar compression ratio. A large

obstacle for adopting these solutions is that resource-con-

strained sensors cannot afford these complex algorithms.

Moreover, some of these methods loose some content

during the compression. Besides, the advantage that EN

has over the XML compression and binary XML solutions

is that the EN packets are more human readable.

The compact RDF formats, like N3 [3], Turtle [4] and

N-Triples [26], can be transformed into RDF in a

straightforward manner and are more lightweight than

RDF/XML in most cases. Among these alternatives,

N-Triples has constrained expressivity, N3 has a flexible

languages with strong expressive capability going beyond

the RDF model, while Turtle is an RDF-compatible subset

of N3. Compared with the expressive capability of N3, EN

supports reification but not @forAll or @forSome formu-

lae, as RDF/XML does not support them. N3 and Turtle

contain complex shorthand syntaxes to shorten the files.

This is not a suitable solution for the resource-constrained

sensors, because using these shorthand syntaxes requires

more resources. In EN, composing packets is simple: one

only needs to concatenate a constant UUID and the values

when composing a short packet.

Some data serialization languages are possible solutions

for lightweight data exchange, like JSON [2], YAML [3]

and UBF [27]. They provide a straightforward transmission

Fig. 9 Comparison of the lengths of different representations in the

multiple user interaction implementation
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from the data structures of the programming languages into

the representations. Compared with XML, they are easier

to serialize and more lightweight. But they do not have any

general format that can be transformed into a knowledge

representation. In a nutshell, none of these data formats

fulfill our design requirements for the Entity Notation.

Nowadays, we observe the trend that representing con-

text is distinguished from other data or knowledge. Con-

textML [28] is a XML-based representation schema that

categorizes context information into scopes and relates to

different types of entities. But similar to JSON et al., it

cannot support ambient intelligence straightforwardly.

Preuveneers et al. [29] present a coding schema of ontol-

ogies that can be utilized by resource-constrained devices,

but their work more focus on encoding ontology entities in

a bit representation and a semantic matching mechanism

for resource-constrained devices.

The basic idea of utilizing entities and their identifiers is

widely used. Some protocols manage their devices as

entities. For example, Simple Network Management pro-

tocol (SNMP) utilizes Management Information Base

(MIB) [30] to describe the structure of the management

data of a device subsystem and use a hierarchical name-

space containing object identifiers. ContextML [28] has

entity scope relationship, which utilizes entities, their types

and identifiers. We utilize this fundamental artificial

intelligence idea to build a novel representation.

Finally, the UUID-based approach is well suited to

representations of distributed systems. For example,

UUIDs are utilized in Bluetooth Service Discovery Proto-

col (SDP) [31] instead of long string identifiers. And some

standard protocols, like Atom Publishing Protocol [32] and

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [33], use

UUIDs for reliable and unambiguous identification.

13 Discussion

We presented Entity Notation in this paper. EN is a

lightweight, powerful and human-readable representation

for expressing data communicated in sensor-driven AmI

systems. EN can be utilized to represent data, knowledge

and control. We introduced the design considerations of

this novel representation, including formal descriptions,

packet formats, packet negotiation, packet chaining and the

supported data types. Furthermore, we presented real-world

implementations and analysis.

EN tackles the challenge of connecting resource-con-

strained sensors to the knowledge-based nodes of AmI

systems at the data interchange level. It has short packets

that can be composed by simply concatenating UUID and

values. There is no need to handle any complex algorithms

nor predefined shorthands when composing short packets.

The packet format is compact, and it has a simple gram-

mar. Our experiments show that EN has the length of only

4.61% of the corresponding RDF representation in its

shortest format. On the other hand, Entity Notation has a

complete format that can be transformed into knowledge

representations in an unambiguous fashion. This enables

AmI applications in the intelligent environment to use the

data produced by low-power sensors with limited compu-

tational power and communication bandwidth. Semantic

Web-based intelligent functionalities can be realized, like

inference over context data and collaboration among

devices.

Utilization of unique identifiers (URIs and UUIDs)

makes EN a scalable solution for connecting sensors to

knowledge-based systems. EN has the potential to connect

resource-constrained sensors to the Semantic Web. There

are benefits for both sides. Resource-constrained sensors

could form a whole new periphery for the Semantic Web

providing a significant amount of real-time measurement

data. For the sensors, EN enables resource sharing,

resource reallocation and intelligent applications that rea-

son over events in space and time. Moreover, UUIDs with

different lengths can be selected based on the size of

sensing system: most AmI systems only need 16-bit or

24-bit UUIDs, while 128-bit UUIDs can identify the tem-

plates for an Internet-scale system. Meanwhile, UUIDs

offer a convenient solution for mapping short UUIDs to

full UUIDs using look-up tables. This facilitates the inte-

gration of small-scale systems to larger ones.

We offer flexibility for designers to optimize their AmI

systems. EN supports UUIDs with different lengths, short

packets with different variable items, alternatives for

negotiating packets and different methods for packet

chaining on gateways. The calculations we presented in the

Sect. 6 can be used to minimize the cost of a sensing

system. In this calculation, bandwidth, memory and CPU

requirements of a system can be balanced based on variable

items of short packets.

Generally, EN can send any kind of information

between devices. Complex data structures can always be

built from simple ones. But we deliberatively kept EN

simple, because a considerable amount of resources would

be required for processing complex data. The expressive-

ness of EN follows that of knowledge representations, like

RDF and ontology.

Our experiments illustrate the usability of EN. We

present the modest requirements EN sets for sensors by

presenting the C code for constructing EN packets from

data values in an embedded sensor node. It is quite

straightforward and convenient to generate EN packets.

Moreover, when compared with other representations with

the same expressive power, EN requires less resources. For

the well-being reporter sensor node, generating and
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sending an EN packet requires about half of the energy of

sending an N3 packet and one third of the energy of

sending an RDF/XML packet. Lower resource usage

means longer operation time for battery operated devices.

This is clearly an advantage when a large number of sen-

sors are deployed. The second implementation demon-

strates inference based on EN packets by a more complex

scenario, including multiple users. These real-world

implementations verify EN to be a practical representation.

UUIDs cannot be utilized as a guarantee of security capa-

bilities although they are very hard to be predicted. EN will not

provide any security mechanism at the packet level, as the

possible solutions are quite heavyweight operations for

resource-constrained sensors. But cryptographic protocols,

like secure sockets layer (SSL) [34], can be utilized with the

protocol transporting EN packets. For example, EN packets

can be encrypted by transferred using HTTP over SSL.

As future work, we will study how to validate EN

packets before inference, including the range of permissi-

ble values and membership in a set of values, the regular

expression match, default values, and whether the value is

permitted to be null. Also, we plan to extend EN, with a

focus on expressing rules like SWRL rules. Moreover, we

will study how EN short packets can be utilized as a base of

fast reasoning on mobile devices. The reasoner will have

no need to have the templates nor transform EN into well-

known knowledge representations. Such reasoning would

offer a lightweight mechanism for inter-sensor network

data inference for AmI systems.
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